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The Raptor in Me Pretok 

 
 

Introduction 
This d ocu ment is  the  pr ope rty o f Dino rapt or1 01, This text is app rov es my owne rship  just in  case  

 
Yes, every time you meet your mate and the feel of relief lifts you in the arms of peace. 
The feeling of life… I don’t know it… at least I’m not supposed to know. 
But I want it so much, so deep, as I hear the tales of thousands of people. 
I finally feel what seems to be… life 
Thou I never had a girlfriend 
Life always taught me more than what present brought; I am a gifted person for being blessed 
with the knowledge of peace. I saw my entire life passing me. 
I saw my own suffer, pleasure, and death before its occurrence. 
No, this is not any fantastic story; I’m not telling you I saw the future. I don’t even know it. 
I can predict things… from the present, the music I hear, every word someone breathes gives 
me a sign to attaining present. 
I guess I found the sequence of life’s time line, as if I can tell anything to be or not to be, and it 
will truly be given! But as everything has to be fair… I lost much of things any human should 
have had. 
The courage to stand in a fight, the fear I can’t resist loving, a cold lonely prison with one warm 
little me. 
I’m a terrible strategic person and not any better at chess. But I’m good at what I’m good at. 
I never lie… that’s a raptor honor. 
There was this person calling himself Lamefoot, thou I never met him in person, neither had the 
honor to chat with him. I read his “Raptor Named Hades”. 
And he taught me, just that same what I learnt from “Backstreet Boys”, Freedom, War, Music, 
Politics, Money, Power, Greed, Struggle, Unbalance. 
All driven by the one thing that divides the very thing which creates us, Purpose an intention 
often mistaken for Power, and Survival. 
Long ago, the world began from primitive insects and before was made from a more common 
life as cells, and therefore to a more generic common source now we know as atom… and 
finally what is now considered as Poles. 
Plus (+) representing the positive and optimist side of all things, and Minus (-) representing the 
negative, and pessimist of all things. 
I say “Things” because it’s not referred to wither a subject or object, but to things that create 
everything and what divides us into 2 sides. 
What made nothingness become a mistake creating the awful reality of materialism? 
Yes… 
It’s the same intentional power of god, preserved in each and a very of personality beneath this 
flesh. 
Out hearts and souls built out of that conflict… what is the reason to every war? Freedom 
Wither it was Freedom of life, Freedom of control, or Freedom of any other kind; they stand 
bowed to the one word and purpose given to all of existence… It’s the most simplest of 
complexes; where the answer is found before the beginning through the process of events and 
after the end, 
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Freedom of Choice 
 
Most of people don’t know what they really want, and that keeps them going on the cycle of 
discovering their own purposes. 
The irony remains in the reason for the quest, people mustn’t search out themselves for what 
they want, and they must dig the world around them and set what they want by themselves. 
It has become familiar to me when I was walking one day out in the streets I was looking deep 
into those people’s eyes and trying to think of what they all think, how many of people there are 
actually conscious? 
Well, I found 5% only of them who really know what they are doing and why. 
The other 76% of people were just going by the flow of time, some having pleasure, and some 
others suffocating in sorrow, only eluded to an artificial logic of purpose and reason. 
People tend to give up easy, because they don’t understand when they begin doing that, and 
the reason remains as I already said… oblivious, unconsciousness 
A deed never lasts for one to understand his choices. 
 
There is no real freedom of choice, since every choice is based on a certain want or need, and 
thus demonstrated available by the world; If any part of this delicate system is insufficient to the 
choice, the choice is automatically rejected by the person’s mind itself since it’s made 
uncomfortable to acquire it becomes un-preferred by the individual. 
 
The World system of choices is based on this control of freedom, 
The main assets to control any choice are based on laziness, fear, awareness. 
An un-preferred choice would always be difficult to make, risky or dangerous, and usually not 
fully obvious. 
 
Any easy choice preferred by the masses is always the opposite, it would be easy and 
comfortable, safe and guaranteed, and most of all obviously detailed and explained. 
 
Freedom of choice, is actually the name of this new system, it is a manipulated title from the real 
given meaning “Freedom in Choice”. 
 

 

Human Intelligence 
 
5 Years ago I was living in a world filled with ignorance, finding the passing generation ignorant 
and completely uneducated in relation to me. 
A year or so ago, I became to understand the advancing of human generations particularly, 
Now I understand the standards of common human intellect, hence I learnt how to imitate 
certain human characteristic and successfully merge among them; that required limiting my 
intellect to their boundaries, which I really did not like. 
 
The evolution of human intellect was far more accelerated and comparing to other mammal 
forms, however to which direction should it be evolved was and still is never decided. This 
evolution doesn’t turn good every time, in this case; evolution can devolve at the same speed 
rate. The fast changes occurring in human intellect trigger certain ways of adaptation, mainly the 
mental and characteristic subjects. 
 
 Theory of Human Evolution 
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If you’d ever ask me where and how did humans appear on earth I would tell you the truth that I 
know as a fantasy to all else. 
 
About 100 Million years ago, Planet earth was at the golden stage of evolution of its own 
inhabitant creatures known as reptiles otherwise, Dinosauria; Mammals didn’t even exist! 
 
On the Other hand Humans already existed, however not on planet Earth, the legend goes back 
as in the bible it is said the Adam came to earth landing from heaven, Ironically that’s not so far 
from the truth. 
 
At the time Humans were divided and classified as an entire kingdom of species, there goes the 
Egyptian pyramids and the Aztecs, yes they are humans of another specie type. 
 
Over Mars, Humans raged wars and battles to conquer power and authority; ignoring the origin 
of that they were means to control balance and peace over other species, that they were given 
power and intelligence, control and pleasures over nature with a responsibility they wanted not 
to understand. 
 
 

Ultimate-Friendship® 
Without Fear, without Hate, Love is to fade 

 
This Project Involves an actual life experience, The Idea is to test the limits of pure friendship 
between a male and female, as the upcoming results of the following experiment are to prove 
the possibility of a clean relationship between both opposite sides. 
 

Detailed Information: 
The Project involved around placing to roles “male and female” in a full realistic simulation, 
For the following experiment, both humans were selected virgins and none experienced in the 
field, to assure natural selection quality. 
 
 
 Passing days 
 
It started with the basic rules of friendly interaction, and it was very comfortable as with usual 
friends, we came to know each other’s general personalities, like hobbies and interests 
 
Dancing, and hugging came the next day directly and later honesty, loyalty, trust, and mutual 
understanding became a main part in friendship, which based ultimately on trust. 
 
With time passing, friendship grew closer, and it became more as required than preferred, hugs 
became warm embraces, and thus arousing sometimes, they used to laugh together and learn 
to satisfy each other with deeds and thoughts. 
But at this point negatives started to appear, fear grown about future “What if we lose each 
other”, Jealousy, care, and lonesome in missing one another, it became more than just a 
friendship that flourishes between any two people; here I started to doubt if my experiment could 
prove of Ultimate friendship’s existence, or rather disproof it! 
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In a few months (7th day meeting since they met each other a few times a month only The end 
of my experiment was at edge, I archived many conclusions and had a general idea about 
relations between males and females. 
It grew controlled and it never lasts the same, it goes uncontrolled; celebrating sexual attraction 
was inevitably getting of out of tracks leading away from the ultimate friendship. 
Negatives grew more than positives, Worry, Insomnia, Occasional Dizziness, and Anxiety 
became part of daily lives. 
 
Nevertheless, later a difference had occurred, something that resulted in the ultimate friendship 
in the end of the game. 
 

Conclusions: 
Well reading the further results, I found my logic unable to defy the rules of nature. 
Logic was something of a system that human understands, and what happened was logical only 
to a man who accepts nature rather science; thus, I was frustrated by my own reckless 
experiment. 
 
Nature is such a thing that is more complex. 
If nature made a male to mate with a female, a positive and negative to be eternally attracted, 
there is only hope for such powerful relation to subdue. 
The Final Conclusion to this experiment was now being done. And as far as I’m concerned I 
Judge that there is: 
 
- 98.6% of chance to Fall in love, 
-36.7% for a love to last 
- 68.9% for love to remain when starts with simple friendship and increase as levels. 
-1.4% for a male to become a friend solely decided 
-40% chance for a male to remain friend with female compelled by her. 
-59.9% Chance of Risk and undesired results 
-0.09% for Ultimate-Friendship® to be archived 
 
As for the overdue of lever goes as following: 
 
The Ultimate-Friendship is now among virtuosities; could there such relation after all? 
This experiment resulted with a positive, but with only a little chance of success 
 
Following this experiment, I experienced falling in true love, for the very first time in my life. 
Earlier before I could analyze the human basic natural attraction, which was often mistaken with 
love, later I archived the result, which contained the true description of love. 
 
Love is a feeling generated from a relationship between two or more things, human love 
however is mutilated by the mutual attraction, which eventually made love a more complicated 
experience. 
 

Human Love 
Humans like any other common mammals tend to find purpose in each other. 
Each of male and female searches for love, which is a calculated mixture of order-on-demand 
meeting requirements 
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Human Love is a level of friendship when it reaches higher levels where both male and female 
exhibit satisfying actions and behaviors corresponding to their desires and needs, wither 
intellectual or instinctual. 
 
However, every relationship among opposite sides is built on conflicts, and thus it breaks up at 
certain levels, the objective of every relationship is to overcome conflict and obtain its benefits. 
 
Conflict appears in any new query, it is the delicate level where both intelligences face a mutual 
matter, which if left unsolved, will result in dissatisfactory and relation break-up. 
 
 

Ways to Archive Ultimate Friendship 
It is not as difficult as it seems to gain mutual understanding from both sides; being good friends 
would be a good start towards ultimate friendship. 
 
When two people of opposite ganders meet, first glimpses appear brightest are moral 
attractions, this should not be avoided since everything plays a role in the plan. 
 
Primitively, Friendship is based on mutual gains, financial state, and personality 
 
Mutual gains: are common topics, inspirations and working fields 
 
Financial State: It is always important to be independent, and thus a person always takes this 
state in consideration of weather poverty or wealth; I do not say that a person must be rich nor 
poor, but in a moral, this topic always comes to open at some level of conversation; and has a 
great influence on any relationship. 
 
Personality: This is the basic structure and the heart of relationships 
Generosity is always measured over all; it represents the value of people’s friendship 
Sacrifice is the same meaning to over-reacting generosity however, this is not tolerant since it 
decreases a person’s self-respect, and affects as same as greed. 
 
Romance: it could be an outer shell of expressing each of feelings, but unfortunately temporary, 
love always has the highest of effects, caring is also part of it, however if persistent it renders 
both sides in confusion and doubt. 
 
Trust: loyalty is the key to any everlasting relation, and most vital for an ultimate friendship 
Is this part, a person’s loyalty is expressed with honesty over care, Trust over Romance. 
Of course, you might wonder what non-sense but no relationship survives without conflict, and 
there are elements valued over others. 
 
 “Without Fear, without Hate, Love is to fade” by Dinoraptor101 
 
Trust, is like the graphite of the pencil that bonds the writer to his creations. 
And unlike any other element, over-reacting with trust only leads to know a little more of each 
other. 
 
Greed: when referred to a person within a relation of only two people, is expressed as 
possession 
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Possession: is a mistaken sense in a friendship, which expresses a feeling of the other person 
as an object, and the start of all break ups in life; if over-reacted becomes jealousy. 
This element must not emerge in a relationship; you have to understand that even thou you’re in 
love, your mate is still a person and has his/her choices and decisions. 
 
 

Immortal Environment 
 
To become immortal, one must live in an immortal environment. 
And here I tend to explain my knowledge of which I concluded from my last years of research. 
 
All common people understand that negative emotions lead to depression and there for to loss 
of desire to live, sorrow, betrayal, displeasure, fear, weakness, etc… 
These negative emotions occur during normal daily life in most societies, which actually develop 
first stages of mortal illness known as laziness, and depression. 
Mortal environment is found in standard natural societies, such as humans in this case. 
In my world “Read the Raptor in Me first edition”, we are all taught by Aiters to give happiness, 
pleasure, trust, love, and most important of all hope. 
These optimistic emotions occur usually among rich schools for children… but lately, a rare 
achievement it has become nowadays in the world of mortality. 
 
Note: Immortality is Morality, since every immortal formula is based on a mortal environment; I 
still research about immortality but for now, all my search led to mortal results. 
 
 

The Function of Artificial Human Intelligence AHI 
(Programming Emotions) 
 
I call it Artificial Human Intelligence since my idea was granting a computer emotions, choices, feelings 
of love hate jealousy and desire. 
 
Actually, Emotions to me are hesitations of decision, a confusion of making a decision in a choice. 
Each emotion based on certain basis 
 
Love: 
Favors  social  harm/aid  loyalty/betrayal  value (Respect/Insult) 
 
Depending on these basis which must be exercised from both sides qualifies on or more of these basis as 
a motive 
 
For instance, A Man confessed his love (Value), and helped the robot oiling himself (aid) 
And later kept a secret of his (loyalty) 
However, this person lacks of social, and does no favors like upgrading it or offering service. 
 

 Value Aid/Harm Loyalty Social Favor 

Default evaluation entries 3 4 6 2 4 

Robot’s Effect 1 2 0 9 3 

Man’s Effect 3 4 6 -2 -4 

Results +4 +6 +6 +7 -1 =22 
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If result is >20 towards a certain person then proceed 
If result 20< and <25 then random decide (Love, Not sure, Loves not) 
If result <20 not love 
If result >25 then love 
 
(Note: in case of mother love or love to parent, robot’s loyalty level alone is 20, which makes it 
Too difficult to lead a negative result) 
 
The system is based on award points as you can see but as Also it seems simple it is also vital but 
insufficient in most AI complex logics 
 
For other emotions you just do the same name an emotion like “Fear” and find its basis  
 
Fear is similar to hate and opposite to love, hence it has the same basis, but with grater harm/aid effect 
 
EG 
X = result  
STATE want to (SUICIDE <0Fear you <10 Hate you<20 am confused   <25 Love you <30 want to SUICIDE) 
 
Man asks, “How are you?”  Robot Answer “I (STATE)” = “if x = 23 then “I am confused” 
 
SUICIDE state is a complete case of 1 “Reason” (X) value and 3 different results where each result is 
based on 5 random digit choices, the more sophisticated the system is made the better chances for both 
choices (that depends on the “reason” result for either bend to the negative or positive side). 
 
I am no programmer folks, but I wish I was; I would make it so cool to talk to your computer who can 
learn from you, learn to love you, and share you some of his ideas to solve your daily problems! 

 
 

Dinoraptor101’s Rising Hope 
“Read this to improve your depressed state and bring inspiration” 

 
Every time you here a song, every time you find purpose, a feel of hope and sense of life, so 
great as if a soul which finds freedom. 
From time to time, we realize how great it is to live no matter where we live, or how bad it hurts 
We remember our past, and miss those who were dear to us. 
Value our present with our past, and so live on for a better rising future. 
I’ve been lost for many times, and found in the few of moments, which I value as my true 
meaning of life. 
 
The change we struggle to leave in people’s hearts, a purpose is never forgotten. 
I know I was born with it, and so you are born with something. 
We all can understand reason of existence, with joy, patience, calm, and mutual feelings. 
 
As I sing a song above the highest of hills, I fly across the sky with my heart passing love to you 
all. 
As I play my tune, I swim in the oceans of thoughts and memories of all times. 
I live for you and this is my reason, I thrive to be human like you. 
You are my idol and you will be when you rise.  
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Mottos and sayings: 
“Here I placed some mottoes I created for myself and chose to share it with you” 
 

Scientist’s Inspiration 
The Will of man to archive knowledge purposed for benefits of both self and others, thus in time 
it all end with a purpose of being remembered 
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Youth 

Do not waste your youth today, within palm your power to be grasped, for the price of realizing 
dreams is measured by the value of your day, and traded in wisdom and deed. 
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Boredom and laziness are losses to be found 

Live the right life, for things are meant to happen the way its creator has put 
Many sleep but once awoken, with endorsement they stay the path. 
 
Belief is which opens the door to success, 
Inspiration brings reason and reminds of purpose. 
 
Age runs through for there is no eternity as long there is change, a change always comes where 
contest lies. 
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Changing the past 

A deed in the second turns to past, our moment is what comes from past and yet returns, 
Within your choice comes to change it 
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Natural History 

It beholds all my time; my past, present and future lies in those objects I keep forever with me 
When I look at it I see memories now remembered, revived. 
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